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HL7 Work Group Meeting 
Baltimore Maryland – September 2016 

Attendees: 
The list is provided in the Appendix. 

Monday Q3 
Chair: Nathan Bunker 
Scribe: Frank Oemig 
Attendees: 6 
Quorum: Yes 
Attendees: Nathan Bunker, Ioana Sigureanu, Frank Oemig, Sandra Martinez, Jennifer Puyenbrock, 
Rob Snelick 

Reviewed, modified, and approved agenda:  Rob, Ioana:  5-0-0 

May 2016 Montreal Minutes – approved:  Rob, Frank: 4-0-1 

Follow up action items: 

1. GFORGE presence. Ioana completed this task. 
2. Provide input for RFP to HL7 (on better HL7 v2 conformance specifications) – Completed 
3. PSS for HL7 v2 Data Type Flavors—still pending 

Reviewed work group health. For this period, we have 2 missing items (project health and 
SD missing votes).  

Ioana provided an overview GFORGE for the conformance workgroup. We will begin to use 
this to house our artifacts.  

http://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/conformance 

Monday Q4 
Chair: Rob Snelick 
Scribe: Nathan Bunker 
Attendees: 6 
Quorum: Yes 
Attendees: Nathan Bunker, Ioana Sigureanu, Frank Oemig, Jennifer Puyenbrock, Abdul Malik Shakir, 
Rob Snelick 

Review Conformance Tutorial 
Much of it is based off of book that Rob Snelick and Frank Oemig. This is the start of the process of 
putting together the presentation, will review in the WG calls over the next three months.  

http://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/conformance
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Looking at Diagram of Tutorial Modules 

 

Proposing 11 Modules organized into 5 parts. Could be a full day or a half day. Might want to be able 
to provide quarter day tutorials, but this is not something that they current do. Might be able to 
offer quarter training online. First put module together to see how much time we have.  

Attaching a “how-to” to each module would help attract implementers. The descriptions of these 
tutorials need to be written to better appeal to those who are looking to take the course.  

Discussion about whether tutorial students should-be/could-be tested on knowledge of concepts. 
Should not consider this now, needs to go through some iterations. The first version will be okay, the 
third version will probably be in better shape for this kind of discussion.  

The length of the modules are not yet determined, will build the modules now and then decide how 
to actually break them up for the tutorial.  

Having a story that you use throughout the tutorial.  

Having hands-on would be useful, but probably not yet for January.  

Probably cut-off tutorial half-way, so we can go more in-depth. 

Challenges with HIT Interoperability Standards 
Slides goes through motivations for why conformance is important. Group wanted to not use the 
word “poorly” instead to use “insufficient”.  

Understanding Conformance Related Terms 
A lot of discussion about the terms that should be used.  

 

Tuesday Q1 
Meeting to discuss conformance within the Immunization and public health space. The following 
subjects were discussed: 
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• Overview of Immunization Tooling (NIST, AART) : Rob Snelick / Nathan Bunker 
• Update on Implementation Guide : Craig Newman 
• Acknowledgement Best Practices and Testing : Eric Larson / Nathan Bunker 
• Functional Requirements and Testing : Eric Larson 

Tuesday Q2 
Craig Newman walked through the NIST Implementation Guide Authoring Management Tool 
(IGAMT) and the group discussed how to use the system for creating and managing guides. Updates 
were given on project progress and group make recommendations for improvement.  

Tuesday Q3 – Joint with InM 
Questions for discussion: 

• Clarifications on original ack mode vs enhanced ack mode (particularly the defaults). 
Discuss the potential conflict with MSH definition and profiling.  

• How binding is the conformance on length? Especially on older versions that have 
statements on length but which may or may not be binding.  

• How should the current conformance model be used on older versions and profiles? 

Ack Mode 
Questions came up during the immunization specification review. This question is specifically about 
MSH-15 and MSH-16. Seems to be conflicts. (The issue came up when an EHR vendor voiced their 
concerns about having to populate these fields when original mode is being used. They expected it 
to be empty.)  

In practice MSH-16 has been implemented from the beginning to indicate when to send an 
application ack, even in original mode.  

In the Immunization message MSH-15 is constrained to ER and MSH-16 is constrained to AL.  

Enhanced mode was built for a message broker. Discussion about how original mode is different 
from enhanced mode, and what the need for original mode is now.  

TODO: Nathan: Write proposal about MSH-15, and MSH-16 and send to InM. Original mode needs to 
be deprecated to be replaced by enhanced mode. Remove text that says what to do when values are 
omitted. Assumptions are not good to make. Fields should be required. Remove all language original 
mode. Change WPR, ACK to be “potential for WPR, ACK”. Make a note, go into the test cases to 
expand the MSH-15 allowable values. Tony will fix it in 2.9.  

MSH-21 – If the sender can’t create a conformant message, what should be sent. 
It should be up to the receiver so see if they are happy with the data. They should populate on what 
they hope to send.  

Tuesday Q4 
Talking about the Data Types PSS. Should this be in chapter 2A or chapter 2B.  

How about naming conventions? Thinking of reserving the root. E.g. CWE_nn, these would be 
reserved, these could be extended to CWE_nn_local. or CWE_XX_local. 

V2 Basic Test Cases 
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Ideas for basic test cases: 

• Usage of different separators 
• Usage of escape characters 

o Use of ampersand 
o Escaped character escaped 

• Setting pipes out past when expected, PID-300= 
o Extra carets 
o Tildes? 
o Ampersands 

• ACK testing 

 

The topic diverged to issue about how to deal with submitters who don’t meet the standard: 

People are confused about processing rules for receiving data when it doesn’t meet all expectations. 
Business process notes can be used to indicate what will happen when expectations are not met. In 
some circumstances it is critical for everything to be correct and the sender is required to correct all 
issue before data is accepted. In other situations the receiver might be at the end of the process and 
is happy to get whatever data they can, and they can tolerate problems.  

Wednesday Q3 
FHIR discussions: 

• Implementation Guide 
• Conformance Rules 
• Discuss additional item (from Furore perspective) 
• Things we have in common and where there are gaps, a matrix 
• CDA to FHIR templates 
• Look at the IG stuff that Grhamme showed on Sunday 

Pre-meeting discussion: In FHIR conformance is called Capability Statements.  

Templates and FHIR are here.  

Introductions were made.  

Implementation Guide 
Document has been made into a wiki page. 
http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=ImplementationGuide_Guidance 

This has no official status. Do we want to have an informative ballot on that? Conformance does not 
know how to integrate into the process.  

Looking at this page: http://hl7.org/fhir/us/daf/2016Sep/daf-core.html 

DAF was put into the main build but it was a US specification. Now it is built separately so it’s not in 
the FHIR specification. Grahame made this tool and it makes the FHIR documentation and this 
document.  

Every time you updated your implementation guide the plan is to push it to GitHub so it can be 
versioned. But that is not done yet.  

http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=ImplementationGuide_Guidance
http://hl7.org/fhir/us/daf/2016Sep/daf-core.html
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https://simplifier.net/ 

FHIR is going integrate Simplifier with these tools.  

SIG Example: https://simplifier.net/ui/ig/SIG 

This application is different than the one that Grahame made and it is based on some of the 
discussions here in these meetings.  

Question about versioning for IG. The idea is that IG is frozen. In the past we used to create PDF 
documents. There are jurisdiction requirements that mean that the IG has to be frozen and can’t be 
changed. So Simplify will be able to print. Have to be able to print it.  

Talking about the Road Map, it’s kind of hard. Grahame will continue with his tooling, Furore will go 
on with theirs. It’s good to have different tools to work with but they need to create the same kind 
of outputs. Mayo also has its own software stack (but not open source.) Working to make sure it’s 
compatible as well.  

The intention is that the implementation guide resource so that it can be used in other domains, not 
just FHIR. Could be usable for CDA. Looking through the resources are not very connected to FHIR.  

Ideally all constraints can be expressed no matter what the underlying encoding is. The problem is 
that v2 constraint language is more developed than FHIR. Add more verbs to “supported” to have 
concepts like “Required, but may be empty”. A phase 2 concept. Not that many different types of 
constraints. Conformance is working on making sure HL7 v2+ will have very close semantics to other 
standards.  

Migrating to a new representation would save us a lot of time in mapping. Making these more 
reusable.  

There is converging going on, but it’s not happening that fast. Having more consistency between 
product lines will help HL7 adoption. Having a vision is good, but won’t happen overnight.  

Conformance Types 
Having comprehensive notions of language. Probably should start with the raw list of constraint 
types. Start with Structured Definitions as a starting point.  

https://simplifier.net/
https://simplifier.net/ui/ig/SIG
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Showing this on the screen. Vocabulary is not elaborated, much more complex. 

This document was created in Paris: 
http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=FHIR_Constraints_and_Rules 

Another wiki page: http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=Unified_Conformance_Guidance 

Wednesday Q4 
Discussed preparation for San Antonio meeting January 2016.  

Nathan to follow up with Lillian Bigham about making sure Conformance’s name shows up properly 
in meeting information at San Antonio meeting.  

Need to find out when Rob is doing his tutorial so we don’t meet at the same time. Need to finalize 
that as soon as possible.  

Thursday Q1 – Joint with Vocab 
Notes were taken by Vocabulary.  

Thursday Q2 – Joint with Vocab 
Notes were taken by Vocabulary.  

 

http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=FHIR_Constraints_and_Rules
http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=Unified_Conformance_Guidance
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